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Angelika Zirker 

Language Play in Translation: 
Character and Idiom in Shakespeare's 
The Merry Wives of Windsor 

Abstract: Shakespeare's comedy The Merry Wives of Windsor (first performed in 
1597) has been commented on widely in the context of bilingual punning be
cause of the Latin lesson and translation scene at the beginning of act four. This 
essay focuses on character-specific language play and its translation into Ger
man over time (i.e. since the late eighteenth century to the most recent transla
tion by Frank Gunther in 2012). The examples refer to three characters: Nim, 
Mistress Quickly, and Sir Hugh Evans. 

The character of Nim presents a problem to translators as he constantly re-
', · fers to "humour" in an undifferentiated manner, i.e. on all kinds of occasions 

but with different connotations. With regard to the specific idiom of Mistress 
Quickly and her use of malapropism, more recent German editions have tended 
towards substitution and interpretation rather than translation. Sir Hugh Evans 
poses a double problem to the translator: for one, Shakespeare marks his accent 
to be Welsh; moreover, Evans speaks an idiolect that is yet again different from 
that of Nim and Mistress Quickly, including word formation, wrong or strange 
grammar, overly complex syntax and wrongly understood idioms. Translators 
have approached his character in various ways, for instance, by having him· 
speak in a German dialect or by inventing a "new" dialect, which, however, may 
lead to confusion and incomprehensibility. 

The survey of language play in translations of The Merry Wives of Windsor 
foregrounds how wordplay, character, and translation can be Jinked to each 
other. It aims to show, firstly, how wordplay and "verbal ties" related to charac· 
ters and their idiolect are rendered in translations, and to ask, secondly, wheth
er translation adequately represents the characters in question. 

keywords: character, comedy, communication in drama, dialect, English litera
ture, homonyniy, idiom. idiolect, interpretation, language play, malapropism. 
Punning, The Merry Wives of Windsor, translation, William Shakespeare 
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1 Introduction 

Shakespeare's comedy The Merry Wives of Windsor (first perf-ormed in 1597) has 
been commented on widely in the context of bilingual punning with regard to 
the Latin lesson and translation scene at the beginning of act four.1 But there is 
much else that deserves attention in this comedy when it comes to character· 
specific language play and its translation into German over time (i.e. since the 
late eighteenth century to the most recent translation from 2012).2 The Merry 
Wives of Windsor is a play in which wordplay contributes to the comedy3 and 
which presents a wide range of different kinds of language play that accordingly 
offer an equally wide range of challenges to the translator. 4 

In the present context, the focus will be on the translation of those instanc· 
es of language play that contribute to - or, rather, are at the basis of- the pers<r 
nal style of a character and his or her idiom,5 i.e. what Vickers (1968: 142) calls 
"verbal ties, an individualizing group of oddities" (see also Vickers 1968: 161). 
This means that the focus is on characters for whom wordplay is central, whose 
recognizability as a character is based on wordplay, 6 and who are highly con· 

1 See, e.g .• Vickers (1968); Racldn (1990); Parker (1991: esp. 227-328); Delabastita (1993: 101, 
156); Melchiori (2000a); Outland (2011: 324-327). 

2 The translations considered in the following are Eschenburg (1778); Dippold (1810); Meyer 
(1831); Tieck (Wolf Graf Baudissin) (1832); Gundolf (1911, based on Tieck); Rothe (1957); Bader 
(2000); Giinther (2012). Rothe's (1957) translation is included although the characters of Niill 

and Evans do not appear in this rendering, which means that a lot of wordplay is lost in thiS 
translation. Rothe, in the preface to the edition, links this to a particular agenda of staying true 
to the s~irit of the text rather than the letter (see Shakespeare 1957: 6). - For an overview of all 
translations of The Merry Wives of Windsor until 2000 see Blinn and Schmidt (2003: 165-168). 
3 "Departures from standard English are essentially ~omic" (Davies 2006: 196). 
4 .The notion of language play in this contribution goes slightly beyond that of wordplay (see 
Wmte.r·Froemel 2009; Zirker and Winter-Froemel 2015) as it includes the play with verbal ties 

and dialect. For reflections on the translation of wordplay see, e.g., Delabastita (1993 and 1997~ 
9

); Offord (1997); Veisbergs (1997); and Henry (2003). Dictionaries (Grimm for German and the 

OED for English! will be used whenever historical semantics is relevant. 
5 

See Delabastita: "Thus. whether characters produce wordplay in a certain type of situation, 
or not, and how often, and what their puns look like and so forth - all these data can act as 
markers of char t · · ' 

acer, i.e. as sub-signs constitutive of the macro-sign of the character in ques· 
tion•• (1993: 139). 

6 Falstaff has been establi h d by a 
be . s e as one of the prime punsters in the Shakespeare canon 

~~= ~of cntics but is rather complex as a character; he will, therefore. not be considered 
th . l h?od, ~or example, notes that "Falstaff[ ... ] speaks about a third of the puns in each of 

e P ays m which he figures"• Which she regards as an "expression of overflowing high spit· · 
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sistent with regard to their idiom: Nimt Mistress Quickly, and Sir Hugh Evans.7 
Nim uses a tag word, '~humour", as a homonym that is particularly difficult to 
translate, since Germ. Humor or Witz has a different range of meanings than hu
mour had in early modern England; hence, his is a case in which ''language dif
ference and translation are foregrounded" (Delabastlta 2005: 162). Mistress 
Quickly is famous for her use of malapropisms, a subtype of punning (cf. Dela
bastita 1997: 6); the Latin scene in 4.1 is a case in point but she uses words 
wrongly or inappropriately throughout the play. Sir Hugh Evans is a Welsh cha
racter; his idiolect is marked as such by Shakespeare and leads to punning. The 
survey of language play in translations of The Meny Wives of Windsor thus high
lights the links between wordplay, character and translation, and its objective is 
at least two-fold: (1) to show how wordplay and "verbal ties" related to charac
ters and their idiolect are rendered in translations; and (2) to see whether trans· 
lation adequately represents the characters in question. 

2 Nim's "humour" 

The character of Nim presents a peculiar problem to the translators of the play 
as he constantly refers to "humour" in an undifferentiated manner, i.e. on all 
kinds of occasions but with different connotations and even denotations. In Ger
man translations of the play, the rendering has mostly been either "Humor" 
(e.g. by Tieck 1832) or, most recently, "Nerven" (Gilnther 2012); the latter, how
ev~r, does not really correspond to English "humour", while the former is just as 
ambiguous as its English equivalent. 8 The question in this context is how these 

its" and "vitality" ([1957} 1968: 168). See also Barton (1985); Empson (1986); Freeman (1981); 

I<inney (1993 and 2002 / 2003); and Lair {2003 /2004). 
7 These characters are humour characters in the sense of Ben Jonson: "As Asper explains to 
Mitis and Cordatus in the Induction of Every Man out of His Humour: ·As when some one pecu
liar quality I Doth so possess a man, that it doth draw I All his affects. his spirits, and his pow· 
ers. I In their confluence all to run one way, J This may be truly said to be a humour [Induc
~on 103-107} .. (Bauer and Bross 2013: 197); their linguistic style refers to their general disposi
~on. See OED (2014): "humour. n." 8. and 5.a. See also Milller (1981) and the notion of the style 
15 the man (e.g. eh. 3: 40-51). Nim's verbal tic of referring to "humour" in all circumstances 15 a 
comic reflection on the concept of the humour character; in his utterances. however, it is poly-

semous (see below. subsection 2). 
8 See Grimm 0877: 1905): nHumor, m. stimmung, laune.'' See in particular meaning 4), where 
Grimm refers to the English origin of Germ. "humor'' (cf. n7); the entry altogether reflects on the 
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connotations are taken up explicitly in the co-text and whether they are estab
lished at all.9 

When Nim makes his first appearance in the play, he says: 

(1) Slice, I say! Pauca, pauca, slice, that's my humour" (Shakespeare 
2oooa~ 1.1.124)10 

The context of this utterance is a confrontation between Slender and Falstaff 
with his men.11 Slender accuses them of having "made [him] drunk, and after· 
ward picked [his] pocket" (119). Bardolph in answer to this accusation calls 
Slender a "Banbury cheese" (120), after which Slender withdraws, twice saying 
"Ay, it is no matter" (121, 123), either because he considers. Falstafrs men be
neath his dignity or because he is intimidated ( cf. Shakespeare 2000a: 133n121s 
123). It is then that Nim calls out his first line in the play. He refers both to Bar· 
dolph's utterance as well as to an earlier one by Sir Hugh Evans, who stopped 
Falstaff by saying "Pauca verba, Sir John, good worts" (113). 12 As Melchiori 
points out in the notes, Nim is probably aware of the meaning of "pauca verba" 
as is "Pistol, who, in H5 2.1.79, renders it with 'Therets enoughrn (Shakespeare 
2000a: 132n113). In his verbal outbreak, he thus suggests to "slice" Slender like 
a Banbury cheese and to diminish him in size (Lat. "paucus"; cf. Shakespeare 
2000a: 133n124): Nim wants no words to be spoken but deeds to be done. This is 
Nim's humour, and he is thus characterized as a man of deeds; his "that's my 
humour" refers to his fancy of acting accordingly (see OED 2014: "humour, 
n." 6.).13 . 

various meanings of "humour", from the bodily liquids according to Galen to a funny mood, 
similar to its uses in English. 
9 

See Henry: "Velement textuel le plus important est le contexte .. (2003: 14); see also her 
chapter 3.3 (159-170). 

10 All references in the following are to the Arden 3 edition of The Merry Wives of WindsOr 
{Shakespeare 2000a). unless otherwise indicated. 

11 The approach here is similar to the one proposed by Henry "interpreter pour traduire" 
(2003: 63; see also 66 and 106) · ' · fa pas· 

' Le. to first establish the meaning and interpretatton ° 
sage and then look at its translations. 
12 

See Delabastita (1993: 86) for a brief analysis of Evans's exchange with Falstaff. 
ll There is quite some d · . · the va· 
. . isagreement With regard to the meaning of Ni1n's utterance m 

nous editions of the play· M 1 h' . ) 'tb an 
all . · e c mri wntes that it means "cut it make it short (pauca ; WI 

us1on to the slicing of th B b ' d g1ven 
of Slender" (Sh k e an ury cheese [line 120], the definition that Bardolph ha the 
same way as : espeare 2000a: 133n124); "As his name implies. Slender is a thin man, in rd 
edition, write~: ::::::ade ~t ~bury were proverbially thin'' {132n120). Craik, in the o:~'s 

· unction wtth pauca, pauca (few [words]), this clearly means that 
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Nim's sentence is rendered as follows in the translations:14 

Tab.1: Translations of 1.1.124 

Eschenburg Dlppold Meyer Tieck Gundolf Bader Gllnther 

(1778)15 (1810) (1831) (1832) (1911) (2000) (2012) 

Nurein bis- Gemach., Behutsam, Blitz! sage Blitz. sage Kurzen Pro- Schlltzen, sag 

chen, sag' sprech ich; sag' ich! pau- ich. pauca, ich! Pauca, zeB, sag lchl lch; keln Drum-

ich, pauca, pauca, pau- ea, pauca; pauca; das ist pauca ... Blitz, Pauca, pau- rum, schlltzen: 

pauca; ein ea: nur ge- behutsam! mein Humor. das lst mein ea, Kurzen hlJtt lch Nerv zul 

blschen, mach, das ist das ist mein (92) Humor. (12} ProzeBI Mir (18) 

das ist mei- meln Humor. Humor. (11} steht danach. 

neSache. (13) (49)16 

(181) 

As we can see in Tab. 1, there are a few variations that make quite a difference in 
the interpretations of this line. Dippold's and Meyer's translations offer an op
posite reading of Nim"s character: in their renderings, he is trying to calm down 
the situation ("Softly"). "Humour'', Nim's verbal tic, is rendered isomorphically 
as "Humor", 17 while his use has a specific meaning which may be confined to 
English and the context of the humour character: in the English original, he 
plays the humour of the braggart.18 Tieck and Gundolf {who follows Tieck and 
only slightly modifies his rendering) offer a contrary meaning with ''Blitz!" {i.e. 

fancy (humour) is for sword-strokes and not for words. There is no need to connect his verb 
With slicing a Banbury cheese" (Shakespeare 1989: 84n121). While there may be no need to 
make the connection, his use of "slice" is certainly motivated by Bardolph's epithet. Oliver, in 
the second Arden edition. notes: "Probably Nym is carrying on the 'cheese' metaphor and 
suggesting that Slender be sliced up" (Shakespeare 1971: 11n122); whereas Crane suggests: 
"'Slice' looks like dangerous, bullying, underworld argot for sword or knife fighting. 'Pauca' ls 

for Pauca verba" (Shakespeare 201oa: 49n107). 
14 Nim is cut from Rothe's translation. 
15 In Eschenburg, the scene division differs and this incident takes place not In 1.1 but fn t.3. 
16 Bader reads "humour" as referring to a whim (see Shakespeare 2000: 49n43). 
17 Cf. Henry, who distinguishes between isomorphic, i.e. identical. homomorphic (e.g. an ana· 
gram for an anagram etc.), i.e. similar, heteromorphic. i.e. different, e.g. through substitution, 

and free translation (2003: 176-192). 
18 See above. n7. 
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"lightning", something that is to happen qulckly19
); but they similarly stick to 

"Humor." Eschenburg takes up the meaning of "pauca" in "nur ein bischen" 
and has "das ist meine Sache'' for "that's my humour", which disambiguates 
the word but also gives it a different meaning that does not reflect on Nim's 
mood. Bader gets more closely to the original meaning with his "Kurzen ProzeB, 
sag ich! Pauca, pauca, Kurzen ProzeB! Mir steht danach"; as does Gunther with 
the onomatopoetic "Schlitzen" for "Slice." His overall translation of "humour" 
as "Nerv", however, changes the meaning completely and, throughout the play, 
does not appear to be adequate. 

Gunther in the appendix "Aus der Obersetzerwerkstatt" ('From the transla· 
tor's workshop') notes that humour is most often translated with "Humor", 
which actually renders utterances incomprehensible (see 2012: 219); he refers to 
the theory of humours during the Renaissance. In his view, "Nerven" is less 
anachronistic and more neutral an expression (221). He calls his way of translat· 
ing the word "monotony with variations" (see 222). The problem is, however, 
that - as little as humour ~ecessarily always means cheerfulness ("Heiterkeit»; 
Gilnther 2012: 219) - humour does not denote "Nerven" either, and that there is 
no variation as "Nerven" is - unlike humour - not . polysemous. The word is 
used with various denotations and connotations in the play and therefore 
should not be translated as the same word in each and every context. 

In Nim's next lines, things become even more complex because he uses the 
word "humour" twice, but not necessarily with the same meaning: 

(2) ~e advised, sir, and pass good humours. I will say 'marry trap with you,, 
if you run the nuthook's humour on me - that is the very note of it. 
(1.1.154-156) 

The utterance is conspicuous in at least two ways: the use of plural humours and 
singular humour, and the variation of his tag line from Henry V, "that's the hU· 
mour of it" 20 int "th · h .i.i.~"g 

' 
0 at is t every note of it." A paraphrase could be soroeuw.' 

19 This rendering fs p b bi d · h,.-o" 
d th ·. ro a Y ue to the fact that in German the context of "Banbury c ~-

~:yer :g~o;~~:~a~ "~thin as Banbury cheese" ,is unkno~. Dippold bas "Du Kasegesic~t"; 
hoch"; and Giintha ~~; Tieck .. and Gundolf "Ihr schmaler Ziegenkase»; Bader "Ibr DteikBSe· 
20 As Melchiori ;~ ~ Dreikasehoch, ~u dreikasiger . ., e 
Quarto version" ~ H~· l2l) not~~· the hne is "repeated six times in the Folio and eight :!s 
from the Quarto ( Sh~ V but constantly varied in MW • ., The Folio version largely 
sid~r Nim•s verba~ in es~eare 2oooa: 135 textual note). - In a further step, one might:on
Ma.hood ([1957] 1968: 17;~~~~~n to Falstafrs use of "honour" in 1H4 and MW. On "honour see 
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like: 'Heed my advice, sir, and be agreeable. I will say 'shut up' if you try to 
threaten me with the constable. That is my meaning / the gist of what I am say
ing'. 21 In the first case, "humours" refers to the attitude of Slender, i.e. Nim 
wants him to be friendly; in the second case, "humour" describes the "habitual 
frame of mind22

" of the nuthook, i.e. literally the tool that is used "to pull down 
the branches of nut trees" (Shakespeare 2000a: 135n155), metaphorically some
one (e.g. the constable) who catches thieves. This combination of plural and 
singular (i.e. the metaphorical meaning) is translated as follows: 

Tab. 2: Translations of 1.1.154-156 

Eschenburg Dlppold Meyer Tieck Gundolf Bader GUnther 
(1778) (1810) (1831) (1832) (19U) (2000) (2012) 

la8t Euch la'Bt euch la'Bt euch Merkt auf Merktauf Nehmt mel· Wenn Sfe 'n 

rathen, rathen, Sir. rathen. Sir, Avis und la6t Avis und lasst nen Rat an. Schlag Rat 
Herr, und und guten und la'Bt den guten Humor guten Humor meJn Herr. wolln, Herr: Im· 

macht mich Humor pas- guten Humor gelten! lch gelten[ lch und behaltet mer sonnlgen 

nlcht bose. siren: ,.Er- in Ruh. Rich· werde rufen: werde rufen: Eure gute Nerv bewahm, 

lchwerde tappt. er· tig erwischt, in der eignen In der efgnen laune. fch Ja? Denn wer an· 

meln Spiel tappt"will wird' ich mlt Grube attra- Grube attrap- wlllsagen. dem was grlbt. 

mlt Euch ich mit euch euch sagen. piert, wenn plert, wenn kUmmert also, dasnn schti· 

haben. rufen, wenn wenn ihrmir lhrEuren lhr euren Euch um Eu· nen Grubenfall. 

wennlhr ihrden Hu· mit dem NuB- Nu"Bknacker- Nussknacker· ren elgenen wenn Sle mlr die 

mlch bose morefnes hakenrumor humorauf humorauf Kram, wenn Knllppelschwln· 

macht; das langfingers kommt; das mich losla13t; mlch loslasst. lhr mlr als gers auf dle Ner· 

mUBtlhr auf mich los merkt euch das lst der Das ist die Sc:hnUffier ven hetzen, 

wlssen. last. Das ist bel dleser wahre Ton. wahre Notlz kommt. Das klar?. wer !eh 

(183) dlewahre Gelegenheit. (93) davon. (13) lst der Stand echt nervolabll 

Weise davon. (12) derDlnge. bel so was. klar? 

(15) (50) und so splett die 

Muslk. (21) 

We see the difficulty in the translation here: Neither "Humor", "Laune" nor 
"Nerv I Nerven" represents the complexity of meaning in the original utterance. 
Eschenburg offers a paraphrase that does not at all echo the verbal intricacies of 
the original but at least makes the utterance comprehensible. Meyer and Tieck 

-21 Cf. notes in Shakespeare (2000a: 135) and Shakespeare (2010a: 51). 
22 See OED (2014 ): "humour, n." tP1 "in one's usual or habitual frame of mind. Obs." 
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come up with corresponding renderings when writing "laBt den guten Humor in 
Ruh'' and "laSt den guten Humor gelten"; meaning that the good humour(s) 
should not be infringed. The rendering of ''nuthook's humour" is equally diffi. 
cult: while, in English, the phrase is idiomatic, "Nussknackerhumor" in German 
is not.23 Only Meyer has "NuBhaken", the equivalent to "nuthook", but then 
renders humour as "rumor" in this instance, which does not make any sense at 
all. And how a constable can be set upon someone's nerves (as in Giinther) re
mains utterly unclear even if a metaphorical reading is assumed. As to Nim's 
concluding statement, Tied< and Gunther render "note" with a musical allusion 
that ist in Giinther's caseJ also idiomatic; Dippold uses the ambiguous "Weise" 
which may equally refer to manner and melody. In most cases, the translations 
change the meaning of the whole utterance completely, making it enigmatic to 
the point of gibberish. 

The word "humour'' and its connotations hence seem to be particular chal· 
lenging when it comes to translation. In the third scene of Act 1, Nim makes 
another appearance; he first speaks in lines 20-25 and then again in 48-54, 
where he uses "humour" twice as a noun and then as a verb: 

(3) Nim. The anchor is deep: will that humour pass? 
Falstaff. Now, the report goes she [Mistress Ford] has all the rule of her 
husband's purse: he hath a legion of angels. 
Pistol. As many devils attend her! And 'To her, boy!' say I. 
Nim. The humour rises: it is good. Humour me the angels. (1.3.48-54) 

Again, the use of "humour" in line 48 is ambiguous: Melchiori, following Hib
bard, notes, "either Nim asks for approval (pass muster) of his newly coined 
~hrase (humour), or he wonders whether that of Falstaff (and of Mistress Ford) 
15 only a passing inclination (humour)" (Shakespeare 2000a: 149n48).24 The am· 

23 
In Grimm, all idioms related to "Nuszknacker" have completely different meanings (see 

Grimm 1889· 1016) Th · al · · ti 
call in. · · . e equiv ent term of "nuthook'' is "Nuszhaken'', which is used id1oma · 

h 
Y fingers as Stiff as a nuthook._ "Nuszbengel" - 'nut-chap' a tool to beat down nuts from 

t e tree - would ha bee · ' 's 
habi'tual h ve n semantically most apt to play with the notion of getting someone 

umour onto Nim. 
24 The newly coined phra · "Th ) bicb 
can be d . se 15 e anchor is deep'' (cf. Shakespeare 2oooa: 149n48 'w 
compar:::n :: :~hf1usi~n to a topos familiar from other plays by Shakespeare, based O:::,t~ 
"You mistake knig~ ~~cc: w?~an; see, e.g., Sir Toby to Andrew Aguecheek in Twelfth 

08
: 

13 54 SS) 'd p · st 15 front her, board her, woo her, assail her" (Shakespeare 20 · 
· · - ; an etruchio in Th Ti • d 'tis 

enough, For I will board h ,, (She amzng of the Shrew: "Tell me her father's name an 
er akespeare 2010b: 1.2.93-94). 
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biguity, however, seems to rather reside in the notion of either the passing of 
the humour in a temporal sense (with regard to either Falstaff or Mistress Ford; 
see Melchiori's "passing inclination") or if it will be accepted (by Mistress Ford). 
In the latter case, the utterance is not self-referential (to Nim) but still refers to 
Falstaff and Mistress Ford: will his I her mood continue I will she accept his 
whim? 

The passage is further complicated by the pun on "angels", in the sense of 
gold coin, which is embedded in a biblical quote (Mt 26:35: "legions of angels"; 
see Shakespeare 2000a: 149n50) and reinterpreted in that sense when Pistol 
answers with "many devils." This punning is cue for Nim to exclaim "The hu
mour rises'', in the sense of 'the wit is improving' or 'the plot is thickening' (cf. 
Shakespeare 2000a: 149n53-54) or in the sense of a bawdy allusion to Falstaff 
(et his utterance in lines 38-45). He proceeds with a syntactic pun (cf. Offord 
1997: 234) on "humour", namely from the nominal to' the verbal use: "Humour 
me the angels. 1'

25 The meaning implied here refers - yet again - to the physio
psychological semantics of "humour'•: Nim encourages Falstaff to act accord
ingly, so that the angels may come to him. 26 

The various translations of this passage hinge on the implicature in "hu· 
mourme." 

25 Melchiori paraphrases the latter as: 'I enjoy the joke about angels' as well as 'spirit away 
the cash' (Shakespeare 2000a: 149n53-54). See also Shakespeare 1989: 98n52. The syntactic 
construction of "humour me" is described by Oliver as an "ethic dative" (Shakespeare 1971: 
25n52, 54); it is repeated by Falstaff two lines later "to reinforce the meaning of the verb" 
{Shakespeare 2000a: 149n54). . 
26 See OED (2014): "humour, v/' trans. 1.a. "To accommodate the mood or humour of; to 
soothe or gratify by indulgence or compliance; to comply with, indulge"; and l.b. "In extended 
use. To comply with the peculiar nature or exigencies of (a thing); to adapt or accommodate 
?neself to; to act in compliance or agreement with; to fit, suit." The verbal use of •humour" was 
introduced by Shakespeare around 1597. e.g. in Richard II (Shakespeare 2002: 3.l.J60-J70); 

and Love's Labour's Lost (Shakespeare 1998: 3.1.10-13). 
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Tab. 3: Translations of 1.3.48-5427 

Eschenburg Dlppold Meyer neck Bader Gllnther 

(1778) (1810) (1831) (183228) (2000) (2012) 

N. Der Anker N. Der Anker N. Der Anker lst N. Der Anker ist N. Der Anker N. Ein Anker· 

ist tief. Wird geht tlef: wt'rd nkht leicht; wird tief: soil dleser liegt tief. Wird Manover. Wie tang 
derHumor derHumor derHumorda Humor gelten? diese ldee wohl dieser Nerv lhn wohl 
passiren? passiren? zurelchen? F. Nun. das Ge· Erfolg haben? juckt. 
F. Nun geht F. Wte ich ver- F. Oabel geht rUcht sagt. da6 f. Nun. man F. Und dasGerUtht 
das GerUcht, nommen, soil das GerUcht, sie sie den Knopf erzahlt sich. sie sagt, sie hlitte die 
da6 sie ihres sle das ganze haben den auf ihres Man- habe voile Ver- Hand auf dem Beutel 
MannesGe\d Verm~gen Geldbeutel lhres nes Beute\ re· fUgungsgewalt ihres Mannes; und 
ganz unter des Mannes Mannes unter glert; er besitzt Uber den Geld- in dem kllngelt's 
lhren H!inden unter slch ha· den H!inden: Le- ein Regiment beutel ihres ganz himmlisch. 
hat; sie hat ben; sle hat glonen von von Engeln. Mannes. Er hat P. Dann klau ihr die 
elne legion elne legion Engeln slnd In P. Nlmm gleich· eine legion Kl6ten29 ganz 
von Engeln. von Engeln. lhrer Gewalt. vlel Teufel dir in Engel / Dukaten. hollisch - ,,Ran an 
P. Wievlele P. Die eben so P. Nlmm eben so Gold. und auf P.So nimm die Klunker!" sag 
Teufel zu hal- viele Teufel viele Teufel an. sie los. mein ebensoviele ich. 
ten pflegen. unterhalten. und geh' auf sie Sohn!- Teufel in delnen N. Satter Ner-
Auf sle los, Nurzu, mein los. Bursche; so N. DerHumor Dienst, - und venkltzel, das; gut 
Bursche, sag' Jungchen, denk' ich. steigt; recht gut; ich sage: ,.lhr so. Hab Nerv fUr's 
ich. sag' ich. N. DerHumor humorlsiert mir nac.h, Mann!" himmUsche Klingeln 
N. OerHumor N. DerHumor steigt, das lst diese Engel. (99) N. Die Sache von Klunkern. 
steigt; das ist steigt; das ist gut: humorislrt nimmt Gestalt (35-37) 
gut; humorl- gut: humore mir die Engel an. - das ist gut. 
siert mir die mirdie her. (20) Hiltet mir die Engel. (197) Engels. (30) 

Engel / Oukaten. 

(68) 

The early versions (Eschenburg to Tieck) include the ambiguity of "will that hu· 
mour pass" in their renderings ''passieren" and even "gelten" and "zureichen" 
as these are open enough to have them refer both to Mistress Page and Falstaff. 
The translation of "humour" as "Humor" still entails the same problems as indi· 
cated above. Bader's and Gunther's translations ascribe the idea ("Idee") or 

~11 !11e phrases the analysis focuses· on have been italicized; the passage is. however, given in 
or each translation in order to represent the context 

28 Gundolf is in thi 1 . • · g of 
"humour" i • s case, a most identical with Tieck. esp. with regard to the rendenn 
. .. . n this passage (see Shakespeare 1911: 21) 
29 Kloten is a German b d · • . Jll for 
m aw ytsm, referring to testicles· "Krtsten" as an idiomatic ter oney would have made much ' 

more sense here in terms of wordplay. 
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"Nerv" to Falstaff alone. With regard to the verbal rendering, one can see differ
ences between each of them: while the early translations only vary to slight de
grees with the use of "humorisiert'' (Eschenburg, Meyer, and Tieck) vs. Dip
pold's "humore", and Meyer makes the direction of "humour" clear in having 
Nim say 'to me' (Germ. "her"), the more modern renderings diverge from the ori
ginal version to quite some extent. Bader's ~'Hiitet mir die Engel/ Dukaten" ex
tends (cf. Veisbergs 1997: 165) the translation by giving the literal as well as the 
actual meaning of "angels" in this context (and thus includes a metalingual 
comment); Gunther's tum of phrase is rather colloquial and aJliterative but in 
fact has very little to do with the original sentence. Wordplay, as Veisbergs has 
it, "is usually more than just a decorative frill, but serves some precise semantic 
or pragmatic goal which in a functional perspective on translation may justify 
the sacrifice of the original idiom and its transformation. [ ... ] What matters in 
the end is whether the overall semantic, stylistic and pragmatic effect of the 
original has been reproduced" (1997: 172).30 What most translators achieve is an 
association between Nim 's idiolect with the word humour - or "Humor" in Ger
man; Gunther is an exception. What they fail to transmit are the various shades 
of meaning linked to. the word in English, i.e. the pun is lost, which has to do 
with the diachronic change in the meaning of the German equivalent. Overall. 
the latent bawdiness in the cotext of Nim's utterances is equally lost in ctransla· 
tion. This problem, however, becomes even more pertinent with regard to Mis· 
tress Quickly. 

3 "They mistook their erection": 
Mistress Quickly's Malapropisms 

Mistress Quickly and her malapropisms have troubled translators in various 
ways. 31 With regard to her specific idiolect, more recent German editions have 
tended towards substitution rather than equivalent translation, while older 

lO See Veisbergs, who also notes that "exact literal translation ( ... ] [is} only possible In the 
rather unlikely case of the relevant languages showing full equivalence with ret(ard to both th.c> 
idioms and their component parts" (1997: 163). And, even then ... some of the elements f ••• l fat! 

to have a counterpart in the target language" (1997: 163). 
31 Delabastita notes that "[i]n malaproprian mistakes [ ... ] the wordplay does not only confront 
..... · be' d 'pafrublE>' with mo conceptual meanings but also two styles, so that language is mg ma e ,~ 
regard to its sociolinguistic stratification as well as its structural properties of form and concep 

tual meaning" (1993: 101-102). 
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versions either tend towards a more exact rendering or towards omission (see 

below, Tab. 4) •. 
One example of her malapropisms will suffice to illustrate the general ten-

dency: 

(4) Quickly. Marry, sir, I come to your worship from Mistress Ford. 
Falstaff. Mistress Ford? I have had ford enough. I was thrown into the 
ford, I have my belly full of ford. 
Quickly. Alas the day, good heart, that was not her fault! She does so 
take on with her men; they mistook their erection. 
Falstaff. So did I mine, to build upon a foolish woman's promise. 
(3.5.32-40) 

Her malapropism in this instance is typical of her linguistic behaviour through· 
out the play: She incorrectly uses "erection" instead of "directlon.32

" Her slip of 
the tongue, which is quite in character, instigates Falstafrs introduction of baw· 
dy wordplay into the scene in a witty exchange. The difficulty in translation is 
twofold: for one, the sexual innuendo contributes to the characterization of 
Mistress Quickly; for another, there is a sound relation between erecti.on and 
direction that somewhat motivates their confusion. 

Gilnther (2012) translates these lines as follows: 

(5) "Ach Gottchen aber auch, das gute Herz~ das war nicht ihre Schuld. Sie 
tut ja sooo mit ihren Leuten schimpfen; die haben ihre Direktionen und 
Erektiven nicht verstanden." (139) 

~e has Falstaff take up this phrase in his response, "Und ich nicht meine Direk· 
tiven und Erektlonen, die kh bezilglich der Versprechungen einer dummen 
F~au hatte" - rather than the more simple "So did I mine[ ..• ]" (39-40) in the orl· 
gmal. His rendering exemplifies the extent to which some translations diverge 
from the original text as much as from earlier ways of rendering particular char· 
acter idioms. Gilnther in (5) foregrounds Mistress Quickly's linguistic weakness 
by adding a spoonerism to his rendering - and by giving the correct form in 
Falstaff's answer: Direktionen und Erektiven should actually be Direktiven und 

l2 For an analysis of this nt:.. 120}· -
On... 

1 
h passage in the overall context of the play, see Parker (19::7V· A' 

"""mg t go even further and .. _w .... up fcu· 
staffs pun on "ford" in h " argue that her unwitting wordplay extends to .~.g fD:ld 

1 
er that was not her fault,. depending on her pronunciatton as [ 

may eas ly be pronounced in a manner that is simila~ to [o:d]. . 
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Erektionen; he thus adds a stylistic device in order to focus on Mistress QuickJy's 
linguistic inaptness. Gilnther's substitution is, at least in this place, still more 
original than most renderings. 

Tab. 4: Translations of 3.5.34-40 

Eschenburg Dlppold Meyer Tietk Gundolf Rothe ....... 
(1778) (1810) (1831) (1832) (1911) c19sn (2000) 

Q.Achlda13 Q.O Herze- Q.DaBGott Q. A<:h. Ueber Q. Ac.h, Ueber {f. OleF\ut Q. Ach Gott. au· 
Gott erbam1! leid! daran erbarmf die Gott. das ar- Gott. das stand mlr bis tesHen.das 
dasarme war sie nicht gute Seele; me Herz kann arme Herz an den Hals.) war nfcht lhr 
Ding daft.lr sc.huld. mein das hat sie ja nlchts da· kann Ja nlchts Q. Nein.sle Fehler. Sle lst 
kann sle Herzchen: sie nlchtver- fOr. Sle hat dafflr. Sfe hat hlnst slch an so wlltend auf 

nlcht. Sle hat that ja nur so schuldet. Sle lhre Leute lhre leute lhren Hals und lhre Diener -

lhreleute mit lhren Leu- hat lhre leute recht herun- recht herun· lst untrtSstlfch sle habtn lhre 

recht hart ten, und die sch6n ange- tergemacht; tersemacht. Uber die Ver- Erektlon mffS. 

angelassen; verstanden lassen: sle die haben lhre Dlehaben kommenhelt verstanden. 
slehaben lhre Erektion habenlhre Konstruktlon lhre frrlgle- lhrer Knechte. f'. Und kh die 

lhre Sache falsch. Erektion falsch erstan· rung falsch Slenlmmt mefrte. lndem 

schlecht ge- f. Und lch die falsch ver- den. verstanden. skh das Le· lch mldt so auf 

macht. melnlge. da standen. f. Und lch die F. Und lch die benwenn Sle dasVenpre-

F. Und lch ich aufdas F. Und lch die melne. daS melne. dass lhrkeln chen liner m. 
auch,daB Versprechen melnige auch, fch auf das lch aufdas freundllches rlchten Frau 

lch mich auf eines tht>rlg- indem ich auf Versprechen Versprechen Wortzukom· vert.assen 
das Verspre- ten Weibes eines n:trrl· elnes alber- elnes alber- men !assen. konnte. (172) 

chen elnes baute. (124) schen Welbes nen Weibes nenWelbes f. lstlhran 

nlirrlschen Versprechen baute. (136) baute. (70) Worten 1e--

Welbesver- baute. (71) legen?Mlr 

He8!(285) nkht.{308) 

The word "erection" has mostly been rendered as "Erektlon" (Dippold, Meyer, 
and Bader) or as "Irrigierung" {GundolO. Tieck, in the 1832 version. has ... Kon· 
struktion", thus completely ignoring any bawdiness, in which Rothe follows 
suit. Both Eschenburg and Rothe change the meaning of the dialogue through 
substitution: in Eschenburg's case. Mistress Ford's people "just got everything 
wrong", and in Rothe's the sense is yet different. He substitutes the wordplay on 
"erection'' with one that takes its cue from Falstafrs "Die Flut stand mir bis zum 
Hals": Mistress Ford will cling to his breast (idiomatic "an jemandes Hals hlng· 
en") because she is so distraught. In these two renderings in particular, the cha· 
racter of Mistress Quickly is changed from bawdy to much more understanding 
and virtuous - but this means that she is no longer Mistress Quickly: The tech· 
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nique chosen for this translation thus affects the play in that it changes its over· 
all meaning. 

4 "[O]ne that makes fritters of English":33 

Sir Hugh Evans 

A similar change in meaning and character portrayal can be observed in Sir 
Hugh Evans, who poses a double problem to the translator: for one, Shake· 
speare marks his dialect as Welsh; moreover, Evans speaks an idiolect that is 
different from that of Nim and Mistress Quickly with regard to word formation, 
grammar, overly complex syntax and wrongly interpreted idiomatic expressions 
(cf. Ganther 2012a: 232). Translators have approached his character in various 
ways, for instance, by having him speak in a German dialect or by inventing a 
"new" dialect (as Gilnther 2012), which, however, may lead to confusion and 
even incomprehensibility. 

Evans first appears in the opening scene of the play, where the idiolect of 
several characters is introduced~ and they enter into communicative play: 

(6) Slender. AU his successors - gone before him - bath done't; and all his 
ancestors - that come after him - may. They may give the dozen white 
luces in their coat. 
Shallow. It is an old coat. 
Evans. The dozen white louses do become an old coat well. It agrees well 
passant. It is a familiar beast to man, and signifies love. (1.1.12-18) 

"~uces "' as Melchiori notes, are a ''heraldic designation, from the French, of the 
pike, a freshwater fish" {Shakespeare 2000a: 125n14). Evans's reinterpretation 
of "luces" as "louses" is probably intended as a pun, 34 as is his play on "pass· 

33 
The quotation is taken from an utterance by Sir John Falstaff about Evans's "Seese 15 not 

good to give putter" (S.5.139), meaning "It is bad (unhealthy) to add cheese to butter", which 
. ~udes to Sir Falstaff's being fat: "'Seese• and 'putter'? Have I lived to stand at the taunt of one 

0 that makes fritters of English?" (s.5.141_142). 

~~et seems to contradict himself when he first writes: "It seems dear[ ... ] that Evans him; 
0 punning, but takes Slender's 'luces' as the kind of plural formation for 'lice' tha 

::u:::n~lliar to him in his own Welsh dialect of English [ ... ] the joke is on him beeause be 
about "It a=:1f ik: as 1!;e in the .m:t place'' (Shakespeare 201oa: 44n15) to then ~ 

pa sant by explaining that "passant" refers to heraldry, "and he [E 
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ingt• and "old coat": "Evans' use of a heraldic term in his next sentence must 
mean that he understands Shallow's heraldic use of the term 'coat•. Evans 
makes the witty remark that an old heraldic coat like an old garment goes ap· 
propriately with lice" (Shakespeare 2010a: 44n15). 35 He continues to speak on 
this level of punning with his "well passane', which refe~s to animals in a coat 
of arms that are represented as walking (cf. Shakespeare 2000a: 125n17) and by 
interpreting the coat: "signifies love.'' 

Gilnther's approach to translating this passage is innovative but also fairly 
problematic: 

(7) Schmachtig. All seine Junioren, die einst vor ihm kamen, haben das so 
gehalten, und all seine Senioren, die dereinst mal nach ihm kommen, dilr· 
fen's genauso halten: die diirfen elf schwarze Lanzen im Wappen ftihm. 
Seichtl. Uraltes Wappen. 
Evans. Elf chwaarze Wanzen, die mach sich gutt in een uraalte Kappen: 
des ziert's Kappen, wann die uffmar'chiert kumm; sin sehr anhlngelich 
Tierchers bei's Men'chens, un sin chprlchwerterlich fier ,uunzertrennlich 
Liebe'. (9) 

Giinther translates "dozen white luces" - i.e. twelve white pikes (as in 'fish') -
as ''elf schwarze Lanzen", i.e. eleven black pikes (as in 'weapon•). One might 
therefore assume that he takes "pike0 for the synonym of "luce" and substitutes 
it With its homonym (i.e. the 'weapon' for the 'fish') in order to create parono· 
masia (Lanzen / Wanzen, in analogy to Wappen I Kappen). His note. however, 
suggests something else, namely that he reads Evans as inventing a wrong plu· 
ral of "lice36"; Gilnther does not comment on the linguistic specificities that he 
(perhaps unwittingly) comes up with in his translation (see Zirker 2016). 

The passage also foregrounds another feature of Evans's idiolect that. in the 
English original, only appears slightly later: Evans's rather peculiar pronunda· 
tion. Gilnther marks this on the basis of an invented dialect that is, however, 

suggests that lice in an old coat of arms are appropriately shown walking. Just as they walk 
about in an old garment" (44n16). 
ls Melchiori (Shakespeare 2000a: 126n16-7) and Oliver (Shakespeare 1971: 5-61111) sunest 
that "coat" may contain a further pun on Evans's false pronunciation as "road"• refen1n1 10 

"cod", a saltwater fish. · 
36 "luces / louses = ,Hechte' und ,I.Ause' h.aben im Engl. einen sehr lhnllchen Kiani· Setchd 
5Pricht von ,Hechten' in seinem Famillenwappen; Evans mi8versteht es als .Lluse• und ?Imme 
an, fener hatte ein Wappen mit Uiusen. (Der Plural von louse lst eJgentllch lice - Ewm wall· 

. 5lsch verdrehtes Englisch erfindet bier einen falschen Plural.)" (Gilntber 2012C: 2SJ-2Sl). 
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very hard to follow and understand (and, for the actor, to speak).37 Evans's pro
nunciation is also marked as being Welsh in most of the other translations. 

Tab. 5: Translations of 1.1.12-1838, 

Meyer(1831) Tleck (1832) 

Spllrllch. Seine Ihm vorangegan- Schmiichtlg. Alle seine Deszen· 

genen Successoren haben•s alle denten, die Ihm vorangegangen, 

gethan; und alle ihm nachfolgen- haben's so gehalten, und alle sei· 
de Antecessoren dUrfen•s thun. 

Sle k6nnen ein Dutzend welBer 
Laechse In ihren Waffenrock 
setzen. 

Dummrlan. Es lst eln alter Rock. 

Hugo. Das Outz welSer Uluse 

geh6rt In elnen alten Rock, es 

paBt gut, passappel; 's lst eln 

mtt dem Menschen pfertrautes 

Peest und peteutet - Liebe. 
(7-8) 

ne Aszendenten, die nach Ihm 

kommen, k6nnen's auch so halten, 

sie fUhren alle den silbernen Hecht 

und Leu. separlert vom schwarzen 
Gatter, im Wappen. 

Schaal. Das Gatter ist uralt. -

Evans. Tie silberne Liius passe sich 

kut filr ten alten schwarzen Kater; 
schreitend nehme sle slch woht 

aus; es lst seln vertraulf che Krea

ture mit dem Menschen und 
peteuten Liebe. (8) 

Bader (2000) 

Slender. All seine Nachfolger. die 

ihm voranglngen, haben es getan, 

und all seine Vorglinger, die Ihm 

folgen, mogen es tun: sle dllrfen eln 

Dutzend welBe Hechte in ihrem 

Wappen fUhren. 

Shallow. Es ist ein altes Wappen. 

Evans. Ein Dutzend welBer Uluse 

passen gut in eln altes Wappen; das 

paBt gut, vortreffiich I schreltend; 

es ist ein TI er dem Menschen wohl· 

bekannt und bedeutet Liebe. (40) 

Bader is the exception here in that he does not mark Evans 's dialect in any way 
nor does he try to motivate the misunderstanding of Hechte (pike I luce) and 
Lliuse but rather opts for a straightfoiward (equivalent) translation. Meyer and 
Tieck both indicate Evans's dialect through pronunciation spelling and moti· 
vate Evans•s misinterpretation. The dialect is based on hypercorrection (cf. BuB· 
mann 1990: 316), i.e. the unvoicing of voiced plosives and fricatives as in "pas· 
sappel" and "peteuten39

" (see also "ferry" (1.1.45)) and by a rather unusual syn· 

31 
Giinther explains his approach in his appendix to the translation (2012a) and in a letter to 

the actor playing Evans {2012b). He explicitly wishes to avoid any local identification of the 
~ialect (cf. 20l2a: 235) and hence invented one on the basis of mixing dialectal elements and 
Sprachverhunzungen" (2012a· 235) · b . . . . · truci:UfeS· 

· • 1.e. y intent10nally creating wrong lmgu1st1c s 
38 Eschenburg does not translate Evans's speech here and comments on its untranslatabllitv 
0

74
n). Dippold equally leaves Evans's lines untranslated and has him first appear with unes 

25-30. Gundolf in this instance is identical with Tieck. 

~9 1
; his a~pendixt Gilnther describes Evans's hypercorrection as "Sprachfehler" (la1'1guage 

aw and thinks that it does not signify anything in German (see Gunther 2012a: 233). :ayper· 
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tax. These markers can also be found in the original version, for instance, when 
Evans says:40 

(8) It is petter that friends is the sword, and end it; and there is also another 
device in my prain, which peradventure prings goot discretions with it. 
(1.1.38-40) 

These features as well as Evans's "Welsh plural" (see Shakespeare 2000a: 
127n27; i.e. the use plural instead of singular, as in "discretions")t lexical blend
ing (e.g. "compremises" in 1.1.30 as a blend of "compromise" and "premise"; 
see Shakespeare 2000a: 127n30) and terminal devoicing ("goot") can be found 
in Evans's utterances throughout the play. 

In the German renderings, these specifics of his idiolect are in parts equiva· 
lently translated. 

Tab. 6: Translations of 1.1.38-40 

Eschenburg Dippold Meyer Tleck Bader GU nth er 

(1778) (1810) (1831) (1832) (2000) (2012) 

Es ist besser. BeBer ischt's, 'S lst pesser, Viel pesser. Es lst besser, war vlel besser. 

wenn gute die Freund dass Pfreunde wann Freunde daB freunde die wenn fhrlch gutte 

Freund der De- seynd das das Schwert slnd tasSchwert Degen sind und Freende es Chwert 

gen sind. und Schwert. so ent· und 'saus· seyn. und es lhn beenden, - wlim, un ditten es 

esausma· scheidet; und machen; auch enden; und ta und mlr schwebt ende. Un do hilt 

chen. Und zu· da kommtmlr hab fch noch kommt mlr noch noch eln anderer lek nu nuch een 

dem geht noch so aln elnen andern An· efn andrer Elnfall Plan vor. der OlnfaUsblltz Ins 

noch ein an- andrer Anschlag schlack Im in die Ketanke, mogllcherwelse meen Hlm'chtleb· 

drer Anschlag in das Kehim, · Kappe, dervlel· ter, wanns kUlckt guten Gewlnn chens, wu meed>-

In meinem derkonnte leicht was Kutes ketelhllche Con- mlt slch brlngt. llcherwels skh 

kopfherum. ungeftihrlich zu Weke brlnkt. venlenzen mlt (42) resuldatllch 

der vlelleicht wohl zu etwas (8) slch prlngt. (6) rendledkh ren· 

ganz ersprie6- Gutem ftihren. 
dlemmecht. 

lich seyn (8) 
(U-13) 

kann. (175) 

correction in German, however, characterizes someone as a dialect speaker who tries to speak 

High German {cf. BuBmann 1990: 316). 
40 On Welsh characters and their language in early modem drama. see. e.g., Bartley 0 954: 
48-77) and Outland (2011). Outland identifies Evans "as the earllest sustained depletion of a 
linguistically-marked Welsh character richly interpellated into an EngHsh setting" (20I 1: JJl). 
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Both Eschenburg and Bader render a rather unmarked German; as their charac
ter presentation of Evans in the translations is not conspicuous in any sense, he 
appears as one among others. Dippold is more innovative in his rendering with 
a slightly complicated syntax and unvoiced /k/ instead of the voiced initial plo
sive in "Kehirn." Meyer and Tieck both make a lot more of his tendency towards 
hypercorrection and have him substitute all initial voiced plosives with un
voiced ones, Tieck even introducing them into words (e.g. "keteihliche"); Tieck 
moreover has him use a word of French origin, "Convenienzen", to underline 
his striving for a more eloquent expression. Gunther works on the basis of mix
ing various dialects ("iek'' which is typical of Berlin and "Oinfall" from Swabia) 
and adds tautology and paronymy,41 "resuldatlich rendietlich rendiern", to set 
his overall idiolect apart from other characters as well. 

Both in (most ot) the German translations as well as in the original English, 
Evans's idiolect is hence marked as recognizably different. Contemporary au· 
diences of Shakespeare's English text would note the Welsh dialect in this play; 
the similarities between Evans and other speakers of Welsh in the Shakespeare 
canon as well as on the early modern stage in general would actually facilitate 
this: as Melchiori notes, "Evans's way of emphasizing polysyllables by making 
them plural is a Welsh habit shared with Fluellen in HS" (Shakespeare 2000a: 
127n27). In 1.1.50, Evans says "It were a goot motion, if we leave our pribbles 
and prabbles"; Melchiori has linked this to Fluellen's speech in 4.1 of Henry V 
(see Shakespeare 2000a: 128n50): 

(9) 'So! In the name of Jesu Christ, speak fewer. It is the greatest admiration 
in the universal world when the true and anchient prerogatifs and laws 
of the wars is not kept. If you would take the pains but to examine the 
~ars of Pompey the Great you shall find, I warrant you, that there is no 
tiddle-taddle nor pibble-pabble in Pompey's camp. I warrant you, you 
sh~ll find the ceremonies of the wars, and the cares of it, and the fo~ms 
of it, and the sobriety of it, and the modesty of it, to be otherwise. 
(Shakespeare 1995: 4.1.66-75; emphasis mine). 

Fl~elle~'s dialect is similar to Evans's in many respects:42 the Welsh plural, un· 
voiced instead of voiced plosives (most famously in "Alexander the Pig", Shake· 
speare 1995: 4.7.13), tautology and reduplication. 

41 On paronymy as a typ· l£ 6) 
42 See Vickers (1968· 160\c.~. orm of ~hakespearean wordplay see Muller (1996: 213-21 .i his 
pronunciation [refen: t ·

4 
Fluellen 18 clearly a martial version of Sir Hugh Evans, ?0 th It ,, 

mg 0 .1.?0-71]. and in his odd habit of equating nouns and ad1ectlves. 
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Gunther translates these lines as follows: 

(10) Jessesmariechen bi'n Herrn Jesses obber jetz, chsprechen s· duch nech 
su ville. Issich duch chtandich immer widder de greeBte Erchstuanlich
keet inne Universumswellt, wie de grundlechende un antieche Griechs
recheln und Brarogativen nech beobochdet werdde dunn. Wenn s· sich 
nur mo' gebben datten un datten de Grieche von de Bumbeius de Gro
Ben chtudiem dunn, ich sech Sie, do datten s· sehn, sech i mo', do issich 
kein Quatche-Gequassel un kein Quassel-Gequatche nech innen Bum
beius' sinn Feldlocher nech. (Shakespeare 2005: 149) 

For a native speaker of German~ the dialect of Fluellen here is unquestionably 
Saxon and therefore different from Gunther's rendering of Evans's idiom, as a 
mixture of several dialects. The example shows how translators, when they 
transform idiolects and dialects that appear in different plays and thus link cha· 
racters to one another (in this instance those that are Welsh) something is in
deed lost, namely the idiom that makes a character recognizable and situates 
him or her in a specific context, be it regional, social or even theatrical. 

5 Conclusion 

The translation of character-specific language play, i.e. the "verbal ties" of indi
vidual characters whose portrayal is based on their idiom, seems to be an im · 
possibility: Either the character is no longer recognizable as linguistically dis
tinct or the wordplay is lost, incomprehensible or no longer comic - or both cha
racter and wordplay are lost in translation. This is particularly problematic in 
cases similar to those considered here, namely characters who are reduced in 
their complexity (in the Jonsonian sense as described above) and discrete 
through their idiom. 

In the case of Nim, the rendering of humour as "Humor" results in the pre
servation of his tic but also in a loss of the various meanings the word has in an 
early modern English context. With Mistress Quickly, the tendency is either 
towards a change of her character, e.g. in making her more modest and virtuous 
in her expression or in a loss of the wit in her malapropism: if we substitute the 
Pun on erection-direction with Erektionen and Direktiven, the paronymic relation 
of the words is missing in German. And for Evans, the difficulty lies in preserv
ing his dialect, which is complicated by Shakespeare's similar use and represen-
tation of Welsh that goes beyond a single play. 
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While the translatability of wordplay in general is certainly not an impossi~ 
bility (cf. Delabastita 1993: 182), it does become one when character idiom is in· 
volved and the adequate rendering of the character in connection with his or 
her discrete use of language play is not realized. This impossibility has an effect 
on the whole play: when language play is lost in translation, the drama as such 
changes as an instigator of witty dialogue between characters is dropped that 
contributes to their representation. Eventually, wordplay and its translation · 
thus affect communication in drama; but this is for another essay. 
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